Gateway Markup Support
General guidelines
➔

Main Starem on Text Editor:
<html> <body> Sample Text </body> </html>

Basic Structure
●

●

●

●
●

How to create a Title/Heading - The Heading <h1> should be used for Main headings, followed
by <h2> headings, then the less important <h3>, and so on.
○ <h1>Heading 1</h1> ; Example text - <html> <body> <h1>Groupon </h1></body>
</html>
○ <h1 style="font-size:300%;">Title/Heading</h1> --- To Increase the Font size
How to Create a Paragraph - The HTML <p> element defines a paragraph.
○ <p>This is a paragraph.</p>
○ <p>This is another paragraph.</p>
○ <br> - To break between the paragraphs
How to Create an HTML link (Hyperlink) - The most important attribute of the <a> element is the
href attribute, which indicates the link's destination.
○ <a href="https://www.groupon.com/">Visit Groupon.com</a>
How to align the Text in HTML - Use text-align for text alignment ( Right, Center, Left)
○ <h1 style="text-align:Left;"> Groupon</h1>
To insert some Quotation (“) in Heading or Text
○ <q> tag defines a short quotation

Text Formatting elements:
Tag

Description

<b>

Defines bold text

<i>

Defines a part of text in an alternate voice or mood

<strong>

Defines important text

<mark>

Defines marked/highlighted text

<ul>

Defines an unordered list

<ol>

Defines an ordered list

<li>

Defines a list item

<dl>

Defines a description list

<dt>

Defines a term in a description list

<dd>

Describes the term in a description list

Example Deals with HTML Text:
Deal Page:

HTML Text
<html>
<body>
<h1>PowerMaster 12,000mAh LED Dual-USB Power Bank</h1>
<p><strong>Refuel Mobile Devices Several Times</strong></p>
<p>With a whopping 12,000mAh of power, this power bank is well suited for a weekend camping, a long
plane or bus ride, or any other time your smartphone battery could run dry while you’re away from a

power source. Thanks to its dual USB ports (one 1 amp, the other 2.1 amps), you can even charge two
devices at the same time.</p>
<p><b>Safety Features</b></p>
<ul>
<li>Protection from short circuits, overcharging, over-discharging, and overflow</li>
<li>Built-in LED flashlight helps you navigate the dark</li>
</ul>
<p>Good to know</p>
<ul>
<li>12,000mAh capacity</li>
<li>Takes about eight hours to be charged</li>
<li>Anodized metal case with a textured pattern</li>
<li>Power indicator tells you how much power is left</li>
<dt>Comes with USB cable and instructions</li>
<li>Charging estimation:</li>
<dd>-Fully charges the iPhone 8 3.5 times without recharging</dd>
<dd>-Fully charges the iPhone X 2.5 times without recharging</dd>
<dd>-Fully charges the Samsung S9 2 times without recharging</dd>
<dd>-Fully charges the iPad Air 1 time without recharging</dd>
<li>Product dimensions: 5.68”x3.48”x1.18”</li>
<li>Weight: 0.72lb.</li>
</ul>
<q>Sample text with some quotation.</q>
</body>
</html>

